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Visitors to Athens

Athens is known to be the birthplace of democracy and the residence of Plato academy and Aristotele lyceum. Beside it is the birthplace of Socrates, Pericles, Sophocles
and many other philosophers and then, important classic scholars. Among the most ancient cities in the world, it was a flourishing “polies” and it is considered the cradle of
western civilisation.
Parthenon is the most famous temple of
ancient Greece. It was praised as the best
example of the traditional greek architecture and its decorations are appreciated
as any of the geatest elements of greek
art. Parthenon is a durable symbol of Greece and Athenian democracy and it is universally regarded as one the most consierable cultural monuments of the world.
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CENTRAL HYDROPOWER AUTHORITY— LAGO PLASTIRAS
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ERASMUS + Program Azione KA2
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Meteor (that means “hanging in the
air”), is characterised with the presence of numerous, natural rock towers. Monasteries which are really characteristic with their hard constructions over very deep slopes, were located on several towers. Nowadays six
monasteries are functionally visited,
bayond a seventh of them is uninhabited. Other monasteries have been destroyed and their ruins are partially
preserved.
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